We learn to pursue our true good the way we learn to fish: by experience.
This conciliatory and piecemeal approach can be disappointing for those who want social theory that is more critical and more systematic-for those who dream of social philosophy as articulated by Marx, Nietzsche, Freud, Marcuse, or Foucault. But throughout his work, Lachs reminds us of the dangers of all-encompassing systems and totalizing critique. He routinely warns us against "grand history," "abstract moralizing," and "grand dreams of perfect people" (to quote phrases found in the titles of some of key essays). Instead Lachs returns us, again and again, to ordinary life and everyday people. He engages in the real world, where means and ends are integrated and open to the broad range of human experience. This "eliminates the prerogatives of the eternal" as he says in his essay on "The Rat Race." He continues in that essay, describing his pragmatic, Deweyan ideal of philosophy and social theory as aiming to find "concrete ways to enhance enjoyment in the present and to increase it in the future" (Lachs 1995, 90) . Lachs affirms this idea, contrasting it with the revolutionary dreams of utopian thinkers. This anti-utopian idea is explained in another way in an essay that explains why "Good Enough" is often good enough. We should reject unreachable ideals and give up on the "eternal dissatisfaction" and "all encompassing guilt" of the philosophical perfectionists (Lachs 2012, 114-15).
Lachs's philosophy of life is a clear representative of the American tradition. There are echoes in his work of the notable names in American philosophy-Santayana, Dewey, James, Emerson-in both the style and substance of his work. Throughout we find a prevailing spirit of energy and love of life that comes from enthusiasm for liberty and happiness. Lachs is an astute philosopher-and well-versed historian of philosophy. He is also a deft stylist, whose sentences ring in our ears.
Lachs advocates a practical unity of theory and life. He says that, "our books should be the author of our deeds"-and he encourages us to "present ourselves as living examples of what we teach" (Lachs 1995, 10) . But given his conciliatory approach to ethics and to social and political theory, it is not clear that Lachs would approve of revolutionary social and political philosophy, such as we find in Marxism, Critical Theory, and radical philosophy. Lachs appears wary of revolution because he is first and foremost a teacher. We teach others by living well. Force and coercion teach the wrong lesson. To impose a vision of the good upon another violates the very spirit of teaching and learning. There is an old saying: "Give a person a fish and feed him for a day; teach a person to fish you feed for him a lifetime." We might add, following Lachs: teach a person to philosophize properly and you empower them to learn to love life.
